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Minutes 
Music Education Hub for Cheshire East 

STEERING GROUP MEETING 

20th March 2018, Poynton High School 

Item Discussion 

 Present as members: 
Jackie Davies  Chair      (JD) 
Sally Dinnis   Love Music Trust    (SD) 
Alastair McWilliam  Music for Life     (AM) 
Jake Fletcher                    Student Voice – Sandbach School                           (JF) 
Claire Daniels                   St Anne’s Fulshaw                                                      (CD) 
Tim Webster                    Poynton High School                                                  (TW) 
Also present: 
Gemma Farrell (Clerk) 

 Apologies 
Apologies were received from: 
Helen Brown         Mablins Lane Community Primary School  
Jill Hayes         The Dingle Primary School     
Ella Brett                      Ruksin High School 
Andrew Hodgkinson             eCAPH 
Lorraine Baker-Wakefield    Springfield School 
Grace Barber                          Sandbach School 
Sarah Marks                           Local Authority 
Carys Williams        Arts Council England (observer) 

Previous minutes The minutes from the meeting on 6th February 2017 were accepted as read. 

Child Licencing  AM: Child licensing seems to be a subject that I need to be more understanding of, does the 
licensing issue vary dependant of area. SD: It can be, music hubs are looking at it differently, 
dependent on the interpretation of the Child licensing officer. CD: Which children require 
licenses? SD: The council tell us which children require licenses dependent on how many 
previous performances the child has been involved in during the last 6 months. JD: How hot 
on this, are the council? SD: Very. AM: So this is this just if a HUB put on a show SD: Schools 
are exempt from this CD: A student from our school partook in filming and the documents 
and hoops that they had to go through were too much which nearly made the parents not 
want to do it at all. SD The form is an 8-page form, it requires birth certificate, and two 
passport sizes photographs and needs to be with the council at least 3 weeks before the 
performance. 
AM: So if MFL provide a workshop or concert in a school then a license is not needed. SD: As 
it is in a school no, however is it was outside of this then yes AM: What if we are 
commissioned by the school to do the performance and get the children involved but as it’s 
there it’s not our event – It is very grey. TW We have Poynton Academy, which meets here at 
the school, but it is not a school thing but this seems to be ok too. JD: When we need to go 
to Symphonic Hall all parents had to do was inform the schools. SD: We questioned last year 
but they cannot follow all groups whom they know are not following the rules but they can 
follow us.  AM: I have not heard from Cheshire West about this, it should be more on my 
radar. SD Cheshire East are currently taking guidance from Salford. Holton and Warrington, 
Greater Manchester all seem happier to carry on. JD: So if a child is from out of area SD: We 
have to request a licence from that area. AM: it makes it hard to run events/concerts etc.  
SD: Last year the reason we had to change the plans for our Singfest/ Barney concert was 
due to the council stating that the concerts/performances we were doing were not classed 
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as educational. AM: That is ridiculous, as a HUB have you sought guidance to try and find a 
way around this. SD: Music Mark are involved but it can take up to 2 years to change the 
legislation. As the money does not come from the DfE but from Art Council it is not classed 
as educational, music hubs have fallen down the grid. Cheshire East are now happy for some 
events to go ahead if they are backed up with lesson plans AM: We have an event with 500 
children coming, we are organising it by we do not get a fee; I need to check this out. SD: We 
took children to perform in a show that was arranged by Opera North, as they had not 
completed the paperwork for one child and we had to pull them off stage at the last minute, 
as she did not have the full license. CD: Its very ridged and understand for safeguarding SD: 
Agree but hate for the children to miss out AM: While your growing up you want to get 
involved with one in ‘once in a lifetime’ things but you may miss out because of this, these 
experiences develop you as a person. SD: We now have our BOPA for 12 months so I will 
start planning next year is shortly. TW: We were involved in a singing project at Crewe 
Lyceum and we filled all the relevant information in and then they event was pulled as not 
enough tickets aware sold.  

Steering Group 

Members 

JD: So we have got some new faces in the group and looking at the group as a whole, we 
have a student rep. AM: Which school JF: Sandbach School, Sixth Form. TW: I have chosen 
someone too; I’ll get them to come along to the next meeting. SD: The representative from 
the council Sarah Marks has not attend so we are looking at replacing with someone from 
youth services or a local representative. Gemma Hambrook who works at the PRU or George 
Hayes who is a council member and a musician, he is very onto the arts. All agreed that 
either would work. LMT to ask TW would a parent have anything to contribute to the group 
AM agreed. JF we would need to think of someone who would actually be able to make the 
meeting due to the time of day. JD: We would need a parent who was not attached to 
anyone in the group, someone who is keen and has a practical role.  GF: Thea Gilmore or 
Nick Hartshorn spring to mind SD: The steering group is to challenge and to also see where 
there is a missed section so think it could be a good idea to have a parent on board. JD: What 
about another HUB partner, Louis Crossley, get a more varied outlook.   

Event Review SD: Schools music competition where 30 schools come along over two nights. Taken on 
board the challenges about two different judges. We are also reviewing the format. TW: It 
would be nice if there were criteria as us as a school/group do not know what we need to do 
to impress and what the outcome is based upon. If there were criteria, schools would know 
what to prepare and what we were marked against and then if we do not win we can 
understand the reasons for this. As the competition can be damaging rather than 
constructive and supportive. LMT agree to take this back for discussion and look at this. CD: 
What is the feedback format currently SD: The judges will advise on the night who has gone 
through for the first round and 1st and 2ndare announced on the night. This year there was 
some bad feeling from teachers and parents CD: Is it an idea to inform that if they can’t 
conduct themselves correctly in front students that they wouldn’t be allowed to take part in 
the event next year? We do it at our school events. TW: Agrees that this could be helped 
with criteria, as he had to deal with upset but if its understand the reasons for the outcome 
easier to managed, same with an adult. JF: The focus and pressure is all on the performance, 
when it should be about enjoying it and sometimes the fun can be taken out of it due to this. 
AM: agrees with JF that the fun can be taken out of it, but you work harder to be the best 
like in sports. In an old job, the pervious head of music did a competition and there was a 
rule book so knew where you were up to but you didn’t enjoy it as much to judge or be part 
of it. CD next year have transparency of what you expect and some criteria. TW: like 
harmonies, pitch, solo, intonation etc. JF: at MYF you are not told on the night where you are 
placed you only get told later and the details are went via email.  
JD: Vocal day TW: this was a great day and a great performance in the evening JD: Cheshire 
East Young Musician of the Year took place mothering Sunday. SD really good lots of children 
coming from right across the borough, 2nd year we have run this and all went smoothly  

Grant Update SD: First access details have gone to schools and once again with whom they spend the 
money is up to them. AM: Grant funding for ensembles- is this available in both primary and 
secondary school? SD: £1000 grant for secondary schools is available to use on a new musical 
activity in the school, which will benefit more than one student. Primary grant can be put 
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towards ensembles for those in-between full class and individual tuition. AM: Is it the same 
way to apply as last year SD: Yes same as last years on the schools gateway.  

Upcoming Events W/C26th March– 11 Concerts at Crewe Lyceum, 
25th April – Conference at the Romeo Centre. TW: Asked if there were any monies to help 
pay for the cover for ½ the day as this is why they find it difficult to get out. SD will ask the 
question. 
4th -6th May – Vocal Residential – At Stanley head 

AOB JD: Raised the cost of coaches getting to places. As the budgets are so stretched this is 
meaning that the schools want to do things but they are having to pass the cost of the 
coaches onto the parents. TW: Advised that the pick up we did the other week was good as 
we collected from different schools for Clonter. Just makes it more accessible JD: Advised its 
being a barrier. CD We have got a really good PTA who pay for a lot of things for us but 
appreciate that everyone does not have this.  

 Date of Next Meeting 
Tuesday 5th June Ruskin 

 Meeting Closed 

  
 
G Farrell 26/03/2018 


